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Subthreshold Conduction

Subthreshold current :

фfp <  фs < 2фfp

Subthreshold current with different 

substrate bias voltages.

Accumulation

Weak Inversion

Strong Inversion

Subthreshold Swing

(SS : mV/decade) 

: Gate voltage required to 

increase the subthreshold 

current ten times larger.



Channel Length Modulation

With VDS at drain side

( )sat fp DSV sat  



Mobility Variation and Drift Velocity Saturation

Mobility is NOT constant 

-Surface scattering due to vertical gate electric field

-Carrier drift velocity saturation



Constant-Field Scaling

What other parameters must be scaled as the channel length is scaled down ?

Device dimensions and device voltages be scaled such that electric field (both horizontal and vertical) remains 

essentially constant.

For the depletion length to be scaled, substrate 

doping should be inversely scaled.

As the channel width is reduced by k , then the drain 

current is also reduced by k .

Threshold voltage does not scale directly with the scaling 

factor k .

: depend on the materials

In reality, electric field tend to increase as device 

dimension shrink.



Short-Channel Effects

As the channel length decreases, the threshold 

voltage shifts in the negative direction.

Channel depletion charge is shared by 

source/drain junction depletion charge

Narrow-Channel Effects

The effect of the end space of the channel width 

becomes significant as the width W decreases.



Breakdown in MOSFET

Oxide Breakdown : Over 6ⅹ106 V/cm  Vbv of 20Å thick oxide is 1.2 V .

Avalanche Breakdown in the drain corner : 

Vbv with Nsub = 3ⅹ1016 cm-3 is less than 25 V .

Snapback Breakdown : Forward active Turn-on of Parasitic Bipolar 

transistor ( EBC : source-body-drain)

Avalanche-generated reverse current in drain-side depletion area increases the voltage of substrate near source area. 

 The increased substrate (p-type) voltage make the p-n junction (sub-to-source) turn on and injected electrons 

from the source are diffused into drain to increase the drain current further.



Punch-through Effects and Drain-Induced-Barrier-Lowering

Punch-through : Current can flow through the very closed (or contacted ) source and drain depletion regions in the 

MOSFET with lightly doped substrate and short channel length.

DIBL : In short channel MOSFET, large drain voltage reduces the barrier height in the source side.

Long-channel MOSFET

short-channel 

with large VDS

Punch-through current

Lightly-Doped-Drain (LDD) Structure : reduce the peak electric field in depletion region

Conventional LDD type



Ionized Radiation and Hot-electron Effects

Ionized radiation can produce additional fixed oxide charge and also additional interface states.

Makes reliability-related issues.

Hot electron : the generated high energy electrons in drain-side 

depletion region at high VDS

Can tunnel into oxide or further into gate

Negative local oxide charge and gate current

Continuous process and degrade the reliability of devices.

Radiation-induced VFB shifts


